The CCP's Over
Countering China's Corrupt, Deceptive Influence Around the World

Addressing the Threat: Key Counter China Priorities

Lead a Campaign of Allies against Authoritarianism
- Treat the CCP for What It Is
- Build Coalitions to Counter Communist China's Plan for Global Dominance
- Challenge Communist Ideology by Promoting Western Values: Religious Freedom, Democracy, Transparency, and Equality
- Expose the CCP's Corrupt and Coercive Actions around the World

Protect the Homeland and Allies from CCP Aggression and Influence
- Safeguard America and Allies from CCP Espionage and Malign Influence
- Hold the PRC Accountable for Poisoning America with Fentanyl
- Ensure America Maintains its Military Edge over China's PLA
- Protect American Universities from CCP Efforts to Steal Technology and Limit Academic Freedom

Sustain U.S. Technological Leadership for the 21st Century Economy
- Win the Technology War and Protect America’s Privacy by Leading on 5G/6G, AI, Quantum, Cyber, and Space
- Defend the U.S. Economy and Consumers against China's Unfair Trade Practices
- Break U.S. Economic Dependencies on China for Essential Supply Chains and Resources
- Counter China's Debt Trap Diplomacy (“Belt and Road”) with an American Led Option that Strengthens Economic Sovereignty
The CCP is a Generational Threat to American Values

- CCP Assault on American Values
- CCP Threat to American Universities
- Egregious Cases of Chinese Theft of American Intellectual Property
- CCP Coercion of U.S. Companies

Americans Need to Know the Truth about the CCP

- Lies Spread and Empty Promises by the CCP
- Economic Plans for Global Dominance
- General Secretary Xi In His Own Words

What the United States Can Do and is Doing to Counter the CCP

- Top Counter China Bills of the 116th Congress
- Actions the Administration Has Taken and Unused Authorities
- Department of Justice’s China Initiative to Counter Economic Espionage and Other Criminal Behavior